This document describes the implementation of the LoopW language, an imperative language with higher-order procedural variables and non-local jumps equiped with a program logic, in SML. It includes the user manual along with some implementation notes and many examples of certified imperative programs. As a concluding example, we show the certification of an imperative program encoding shift/reset using callcc/throw and a global meta-continuation.
Introduction
This document describes the implementation in Standard ML of the LoopW language [2, 1] , an imperative language with higher-order procedural variables and non-local jumps equiped with a program logic.
This implementation consists firstly in a type inference tool prototype LoopW that reads partially annotated imperative source code and performs combinated type checking and type inference; and secondly in a proof checking tool prototype LoopWc that reads completely annotated imperative source code and performs proof checking, translation into completely annotated functional source code and proof checking of the functional code.
The complete source code archive of those prototypes along with numerous small examples of certified programs can be obtained at http://lacl.univ-paris12.fr/polonowski/Develop/LoopW/loopw.html.
Section 2 contains the user manual, describing the source syntax, the usage of the tools LoopW and LoopWc, and a small introduction on imperative program certification with examples. Section 3 gives details about the current implementation, along with small commented protions of Standard ML source code. Section 4 presents the overview of the source code documentation (generated using smldoc -from SML# -http://www.pllab.riec.tohoku.ac.jp/smlsharp/) which is included in the source code archive. anonymous procedure declaration {i, ..., i} out X:T, ..., X:T) { s } (commands) c ::= { s }X:T, ..., X:T annotated block | for I := 0 until e { s }X:T, ..., X:T annotated for loop To compile this example (in a file add.loop), we use the command: loopW add.loop. The absence of output indicates that the compilation was successfull. We find a new file add.typ containing the following text:
(p_add:proc({x, y} in nat(x), nat(y); out nat((x + y)))) var N := *;
[N:
We find on the left part our source code (without type informations) and on the right part the typing derivation. Remark that variables may change their type: N is declared and assigned with * of type 0 = 0, and after the procedure call, its type is nat(3 + 5).
The bottom part of the file contains the equalities used to certify the source code. They must be checked (either manually or with a solver) in order to guarantee the correctness of the code. Here, the equalities are straightforward consequences of the usual axioms defining addition for peano arithmetic.
In order to proof-check this program, we need to generate the intermediate file add.proof. We use the command loopW -pprint add.loop. We can then call the proof-checker: loopWc add.proof. Again, the absence of output indicates that the proof-checking was successfull. We can also generate the functional program: loopWc -fprint add.proof. It gives us the following file add.sml: 
If we erase all the comments containing the typing informations, we get:
It clearly corresponds to a valid definition of addition using a recursion operator.
Ackermann
cst ack = proc ({m,n} in M : nat(m), N : nat(n); out Z : nat(a(m,n))) { var G := proc ({y} in Y : nat(y); out P : nat(a(0,y))) { P := Y; inc(P); }; for i := 0 until M { cst H = G; G := proc ({y} in Y : nat(y); out P : nat(a(s(i),y))) { P := 2 :> nat(a(s(i),0)); for j := 0 until Y { H(P; P); }P:nat(a(s(i),j)); }; }G:proc ({y} in nat(y); {} out nat(a(i,y))); G(N; Z); };
Negation
Using the negation, we can use the full power of classical logic to prove theorems. For instance, the following program is a proof of ¬(∀x. nat(x) ∧ ¬F ) ⇒ ∃x. nat(x) ∧ F which is not provable in intuitionnistic logic. cst q = proc(in mk2 :~proc({n} in nat(n),~A; out nat(F32(n)),~A); {v} out r : nat(v), mk :~nat(v)) { mk := mk2; cst p = proc(in f : proc ({n} in nat(n),~A; out nat(F32(n)),~A), mk2 :~proc ({n} in nat(n),~A; out nat(F32(n)),~A); out h : proc ({n} in nat(n),~A; out nat(F32(n)),~A), mk :~proc ({n} in nat(n),~A; out nat(F32(n)),~A)) { mk := mk2; h := f; }; var b := *; shift(p, mk; b, mk); r := 3 :> nat(F32(0)); for i := 0 until b { r := 2 :> nat(F32(s(i))); }r:nat(F32(i)); }; var mk := mk2; var g := *; reset(q, mk; g, mk); var x := *; g(0, mk; x, mk); var y := *; g(1, mk; y, mk); p_add(x :> nat(3), y :> nat(2), mk; z, mk); };
3 Implementation Notes
ProofChecker source code
Here follows the formal definition of the imperative dependent type system. * @param gamma the constant proof checking environment. * @param omega the variable proof checking environment. * @param j the out type existential quantified variables. * @param omega' the out type. * @param reg the region. * @param seq the sequence to check. * * @return true if and only if seq is a correct proof. *) fun checkSequence gamma omega (j, omega') reg seq = let val (iseq, (k, delta)) = seq in (* Checks whether the out type is equal to the sequence type annotation *) ((envEquals delta omega') andalso (Utils.listEquals k j) andalso (checkInSequence gamma omega (k, delta) reg iseq)) (* Checks the internal sequence *) orelse typeFailureSeq gamma omega (j, omega') seq reg "ProofChecker.checkSequence: out type and annotation mismatch" end and checkInSequence gamma omega (j, omega') reg = fn (* Rule T.EMPTY *) Empty (subst) => (* We apply the substitution to build the instantiated type *) let val out_subst = substituteAllList subst omega' (* We restrict omega to omega' *) val delta = List.filter (fn (x,t) => ListAssoc.memberKey x omega') omega in ((Utils.listEquals j (List.map #1 subst)) (* No alpha-equivalence ! Variables must be identical *) andalso (envEquals out_subst delta)) (* The instantiated type must be equal to omega *) orelse typeFailureInSeq gamma omega (j, omega') reg "ProofChecker.checkSequence: T.EMPTY" end (* Rule T.CST *) | Cst (id, typ, exp, seq) => ((checkExp gamma omega typ reg exp) andalso (checkSequence (gamma +! (id, typ)) omega (j, omega') reg seq)) orelse typeFailureInSeq gamma omega (j, omega') reg "ProofChecker.checkSequence: T.CST" (* Rule T.VAR *) | Var (id, typ, exp, seq) => ((checkExp gamma omega typ reg exp) andalso (checkSequence gamma (omega +! (id, typ)) (j, omega') reg seq)) orelse typeFailureInSeq gamma omega (j, omega') reg "ProofChecker.checkSequence: T.VAR " (* Rule T.BLOCK *) | Comm (Block (seq1, (k, x_tau_list)), seq2) => (case split omega (dom x_tau_list) of (* We try to split omega according to the out list *) NONE => false (* Failure *) andalso (checkSequence gamma (omega'' ++ (substituteAll lid n sigma_i))4 Source code documentation (Smldoc)
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